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ABSTRACT 
 
This study tested the efficacy of our developed involuntary posture feedback control 
architecture on cardiac and peripheral autonomic nervous system activity. The study was 
implemented with an idea originated from a simple fact: curve shape of the human 
backside influences human breathing. The bend shape of the backside makes breathing 
difficult for inspiration but easier for expiration. Meanwhile, laying position works in 
the opposite manner as it makes breathing difficult for expiration and easier for 
inspiration. Accordingly, a posture control system was developed with an air chamber 
placed beneath the subject’s backside intervening the posture as being synchronously 
with respiration. The psycho-physiological impact of this architecture was investigated 
experimentally with two types of intervention. First, as a feasibility study, five minutes 
of intervention was administered to seven male subjects to investigate the effect of very 
short intervention. Second, as a experimental study, with the involvement of n =10 
subject, the effect of 15 minutes of intervention was investigated in three different 
conditions: which are (1) Synchronous condition (SNC) in which air chamber inflates 
and deflates synchronously with the subject’s inspiration and expiration, (2) 
Asynchronous condition (ASN) in which air chamber inflates and deflates with subject’s 
expiration and inspiration, and (3) Constant (CST) condition in which air chamber 
inflates and deflates with a constant rhythm regardless of the actual respiration of the 
subject. The evaluations subjects were enrolled within-subject experiment with a 
counterbalanced order. As a result, respiration interval was significantly increased while 
the magnitude was deepened and the high frequency component was also significantly 
increased within the test period in the feasibility study.  In considering the results of the 
experiment with a longer intervention, respiration interval and respiration amplitude 
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under the SNC condition became longer and deeper comparing with other condition. 
Psychological scores were subjectively measured by investigating changes from before 
to after intervention and after intervention to the recovery period. Though no significant 
changes were indicated with the intervention, but a significant reduction of ‘tension’ in 
SNC condition was observed. The high frequency component of the heart rate variability 
in SNC condition was significantly decreased within the intervention period, and the 
heart rate was not changed in the intervention but increased in the recovery period. 
Galvanic Skin Response was decreased in the intervention period and increased in the 
recovery period. These experimental facts illustrate the efficacy of the respiration 
regulation by the posture intervention. The psycho-physiological contribution has also 
indicated in terms of cardiac parasympathetic activation with a feasibility study and the 
reduction in tension and peripheral sympathetic activity with 15 minutes of the 
respiration synchronized posture intervention with an experimental study. The possible 
application of this architecture could be a healthcare equipment as a clinical treatment 
of involuntary deep breathing for patients who are suffered from breathing related 
disorders.  
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1. CHAPTER 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
1.1.1 Breathing Control 
Since the unknown time, breathing control has been one of the foremost mode of 
relaxation, cognitive meditation, and alternative medicine around the world.  
Respiratory center located at the inside of the brain controls breathing pattern. 
Biologically, humans have two methods for controlling breath as the conscious method 
and unconscious method. During conscious control method, main muscles are located 
in chest wall need to be stimulated.  The conscious breathing methods are related with 
voluntary control human breathing. For an example, there are various conscious 
breathing techniques and patterns such as speed breathing, slow breathing, deep 
breathing, and voluntary hold breathing practiced in different fields which are yoga, 
martial arts, speech, marathon running, singing with an improved physical health 
benefits in a simple and effective manner. Unconscious breathing control is affected by 
process in which gas exchange between carbon dioxide and oxygen [1]. During the gas 
exchange, it is unconsciously controlled by the levels of CO2 and O2 with pH level in 
the blood [2] that could be described as three major mechanisms; respiratory control 
center, the sensors and effectors organs by (Figure 1). Over the past decades, many 
researchers have thoroughly investigated the benefits of the breathing control and 
methods and those recognized the benefits can be generally categorized as physiological 
and psychological benefits.  
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Figure 1: The Control of Breathing. 
 
 
1.1.2 Breathing Control Behaviors  
Breathing control behaviors have been used to make human lives better.  Yoga practice 
has been a traditional spiritual and kinesthetic discipline found in ancient India which 
include breath control, meditation, and the adoption of specific bodily postures. 
Voluntary breathing control in yoga is called as pranayama which is the core practice of 
it  [3] [4]. There are eight types of pranayama breathing exercises which are kapalabhati 
(inhale and exhale rapidly), batrika (bellow’s breath), nadishodhana (alternate nostril 
breathing), suryanyloma viloma (right uninostril breathing), chandranuloma viloma (left 
uniostril breathing), suryabhedana (right nostril initiated breathing), ujjayi (psychic 
breath) and bhramari (female honeybee humming breath).  
According to these breathing practices, they are used for improving both 
physiological and psychological performance [5].  For an example, slow breathing 
practice is used by Zen monks to perform meditation [6], and mindfulness breathing 
meditation is also practiced as a stress reduction [7]. Buddhism philosophy is highly 
concerned with concentrated meditational practice to focus on breathing sensations of 
the beginning of inhalation and end of exhalation rapidly [8]. In sports, breathing control 
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is also adopted to improve health promotion and energy control [9], and manage anxiety 
performance [10] [11].  In the military background, sniper soldiers are trained to manage 
their respiratory pattern and breathing movement [12]. Further breathing control is used 
as a training method to manage hyperactive behaviors of children [13]. There is 
increasing number of studies and behaviors in the specific field of biofeedback that 
demonstrate the benefits of breathing control for the human body and mind.  
 
1.1.2.1 Physiological Benefits 
There have been number of studies conducted to ascertain the physiological benefits, 
generated from the effect of breathing control behavior and the physiological measures 
have been investigated by using biofeedback cardiovascular and neurological 
measurements [14] [15]. Breathing related mindfulness meditation influence on the 
changes in physiological indications [16]. Slow abdominal breathing associated with 
EMG biofeedback could decrease sympathetic activity and increase vagal tone and 
measurements such as blood pressure and heart rate [17]. After three-months of slow 
breathing practice, autonomic function is stimulated in contrast to the  fast breathing 
[18] reducing risk factors related to cardiovascular diseases [19].  
Yogic breathing is a way of improvement for the antioxidant significance of 
effective several pathological processes [20] and Pranayama breathing method has 
indicated an improved autonomic nervous system due to the stimulation of the 
parasympathetic nerves system [21]. Extreme slow breathing rate of 1bpm was initiated 
to enhance sinus arrhythmia and increase parasympathetic nervous activation [22], 
decreasing activation of the sympathetic nerves system. As per an empirical study, vital 
capacity (VC) of the respiration system has been increased at slower breathing rate of 6 
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bpm [23]. Oxygen consumption is increased by breath holding method of pranayama 
[24].  
With the involvement of myocardial infarction patient, the breathing exercise 
induced a slower respiration pattern was correlated with beneficial effects on resting 
respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) and heart rate (HR) [25]. In a further study, asthma 
patient was treated with breathing physiotherapy intervention [26]. Investigative studies 
suggest breath control could improve singing ability in vocal variety, pitch accuracy, 
and vocal intensity.   
 
1.1.2.2 Psychological Benefits  
There are immense psychological benefits under various perspectives of clinical, 
cognitive, neurological and social dimension bundled with breathing controls.  Even 
physiological conditions are directly associated with mental health response which have 
numerous positive impacts on human lifestyle [27]. Psychologically, negative effects on 
anxiety and depression decrease due to the achievement of respiration control meditation 
[28], and some study results have indicated a decrease in depression and anxiety due to 
relaxation breathing exercises. [29].Behavioral breathlessness in clinical study breathing 
retraining achieved normal breathing pattern and reducing anxiety [30]. Cognitive 
behavior therapy showed as an effective treatment method for refugees in post-traumatic 
stress disorder [31].   
 The purpose of evaluating the effects of yogic breathing practices as 
psychophysiological stimuli are to increases [32], and improve wellbeing, mental focus, 
mood and stress tolerance [33]. Another study finding have showed yoga as an 
applicable beneficial method in the management of cognitive retarded children.  
Moreover, psychological health in older adults are also positively indicated after 6 
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weeks of yogic breathing [34]. Some clinical studies have demonstrated psychological 
improvement within cancer patients through yogic breathing [35]. Yoga breathing and 
meditation cloud be found as Neuro correlates of meditation [36]. As per the above 
mentioned scenarios, voluntary breathing control seems to be an individual 
physiological technique which is to stimulate autonomic nervous system where 
psychological benefits are generated.  
 
1.1.3 Benefits of Deep Breathing 
Generally, deep breathing has number of benefits compared with spontaneous breathing. 
Study examined about deep breathing psychological effects using lags number of 
contributors finding indicated deep breathing group increase well- being effects [37], 
and the fast learning helped to reduction anxiety on psychological and improve academic 
performance [38]. After the coronary artery bypass surgery was helpful to manage in 
pain by slow deep breathing [39], and music listening with deep breathing finding 
showed significant decrease in anxiety level [40]. Another study suggested deep and 
slow breathing could be using as a relaxation treatment method of chronic pain 
syndromes [41], and relaxation could establish biologically effective constituent deep 
breathing methods, furthermore affecting psychologically mood processing [42].  One 
of study recommended that deep breathing controlled may be beneficial for smoking 
withdrawal [43] physically higher ventilation and increased blood oxygenation [44].  
 Mindfulness and practice of deep breathing are fundamental to Indian yoga and 
Buddhism meditation, pranayama yogic breathing practice showed an improvement and 
balancing of the autonomic nervous system inspire opened of parasympathetic nervous 
system. According to pranayama slow deep nostril breathing has been indicate oxygen 
consumption indicative and block sympathetic behaver inside of the brain medulla [45].    
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1.1.4 Breathing Control Medical Treatment 
Generally, breathing controls and methods as medical treatments have been used in 
limited cardiac and breathing related diseases and physiological difficulties.  According 
to passive breathing control used in medical treatment, there are methods such as 
continuous positive airway pressure CPAP [46], adaptive servo-ventilation ASV [47], 
and active breathing control ABC [48]. Further, effective clinical treatments are applied 
in breathing related disorder, such as central sleep apnea or obstacle, and cardiovascular 
diseases [49].  
 According to study findings, CPAP was effective method as a standard treatment 
for sleep apnea/hypopnea syndrome SAHS [50], and this treatment has greater impact 
on the benefits of patients with central sleep apnea syndrome CSA with Cheyne- stroke 
respiration CSR [51].  In Clinical studies, CPAP was recognized in treating patients with 
mild SAHS [52]. Even after a heart failure, there will be further risk of sleep apnea [53], 
and  an abridged ejection fraction [54]. It is needed to mention that patients who had 
congestive heart failures could improve their cardiac functions through ASV while 
decreasing all types of sleep apnea [55]. Active breathing control has been for clinical 
treatment such as radiotherapy, lung, breathing motion and cancer, using radiotherapy 
along with deep breath may reduce tissue radioactivity in Hodgkin’s disease patients 
[56]. ABC treatment is conducted by the reduction of margin breathing motion [57].  
 Treatment method of Buteykyo breathing could be one of the most accurate 
method for asthma patients [58]. Training pregnant women on voluntary deep breathing 
would help them to manage the anxiety level [59], and the deep breathing exercises  are 
suggested after the first stage of a cardiac surgery [60]. Thus, breathing control, 
regardless of passive or voluntary control, is beneficial for daily or clinical purposes.  
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1.1.5 Results Reported in the Literature 
There are number of studies have been conducted to discover the physiological and 
psychological benefits of breathing controls with the usage of conscious breathing 
technique. The above-mentioned number of studies were conducted by using 
biofeedback information and, the general approaches of biofeedback combined with the 
surface respiration rate, electromyography, skin temperature GSR, and cardiovascular 
reactivity. According to the psychological background, several biofeedback models 
have been utilized to investigate the psychological conditions [61].  
Researches have suggested that practicing in breathing control or related 
behavior methodologies help to increase mental health [25] [26] [38]. In a study on yogic 
breathing control, effective psychophysiological stimuli that enhance sense of wellbeing, 
were also observed [30]. The slow breathing methods decreases the negative effect of 
stress improving both mental and physical health. The effects of cardiac autonomic 
parameter affected from breathing exercise could be investigated by the heart rate 
variability analysis. Findings of the several studies have shown that breathing control 
change the conduction of the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and parasympathetic 
nervous system (PNS) [62]. Yoga deep breathing study revealed an activation of 
parasympathetic and decrease in sympathetic activity reducing the blood pressure BP. 
According to these findings, there are beneficial effects of deep breathing on cardiac an 
autonomic nervous system ANS [63].  
 Number of studies have been conducted regarding the autonomic nervous system 
(ANS) and their changes were measured by functional analysis of heart rate variability 
HRV [64] , and variation in heart rate could be used to assess autonomic control of the 
heart. Biologically, respiration pattern affects in changes to the heart rate [65], and 
respiration related high frequency HF 0.25Hz or 15 bmp could be eliminated by blocked 
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vagal [66]. According to the higher frequency HF (0.15-0.4 Hz) related to 
parasympathetic nervous activation and lower frequency LF (0.04-0.15 Hz) sympathetic 
nervous activation and beat-to-beat HRV on power,  spectral analysis, the mean of 
cardiac and autonomic function could be calculated [67]. The above mentioned 
breathing control studies and methods have indicated several benefits generated via 
voluntary breathing control. The rate of respiration directly effects on cardiovascular 
system [62], and stimulated Autonomic nerves system [59]. The result of this process 
might change human physiological and psychological condition, and Table 1 to 3 show 
the summary of past breathing related studies.  
 
Table 1:Summary of breathing related studies (1) 
 
Study 
 
Breathing 
 
Subjects 
 
Study 
Design 
 
Measurement 
and Method  
 
Physiological 
Effects 
 
 
Psychological 
Effects 
A Ahani 
et al. 
[16] 
Mindfulness 
meditations 
 
Older people 
with high 
stress levels 
Within 
subjects 
EEG and 
Respiration 
signal 
Differences 
Alpha, Beta 
and Theta 
 
 
 
- 
S Zhen et 
al. [17] 
Slow 
abdominal 
breathing 
Postmenopaus
al women 
with 
prehypertensi
on 
n = 22 
Within 
subjects 
EMG, HRV, 
BP 
Sympathetic 
Reduce, and 
vagal activity 
 
- 
A jr 
stancak et 
at. 
 
 
Kapalabhati 
(KB) Yoga 
breathing 
Advanced 
yoga 
practitioners 
n=17 
Within 
subjects 
Blood pressure, 
ECG and 
respiration 
 
 
Vegetative 
activation 
 
 
 
- 
Pal et at. 
[18] 
 
Slow 
breathing 
and fast 
breathing 
Young 
volunteers 
M 
n = 60 
Between 
subjects 
 
- 
(PNS) ↑ 
(SNS) ↓ 
- 
S 
bhattachar
ya et at. 
[20] 
Yogic 
breathing 
exercises 
Young M 
n = 60 
 
Between 
Subjects 
Before/After 
9 ml blood 
SOD ↑  
- 
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Table 2: Summary of breathing related studies (2) 
 
Study 
 
Breathing 
 
Subjects 
 
Study 
Design 
 
Measurement 
and Method  
 
Physiological 
Effects 
 
 
Psychological 
Effects 
T 
Pramanik 
et at. [21] 
Yogic 
breathing 
exercises 
n = 39 Within 
subject 
HR and BP  (PNS) ↑ - 
G 
Sivakuma
r et at. 
[23] 
 
 
Slow deep 
breathing 
n =12 
F =4 
M =8 
Within 
subject 
Pulmonary 
function test 
(PFT) 
Ling 
function↑ 
VC↑ 
and TV 
 
- 
Telles 
et at [24] 
Slow 
breathing 
and breath 
holding 
Pre breathing 
and post 
breathing 
n = 10 male 
Within 
subject 
Oxygen 
(Benedict Roth 
spirometer) 
 
 
The Oxygen 
consumption↑ 
 
- 
K Hui 
khng 
[30] 
Deep 
breathing 
Student 
n = 5 
 
Within 
subject 
Pre-test and post 
test 
 
 
- 
Well-being 
and academic 
performance ↑ 
Kim et at. 
 
Relation 
breathing 
exercise 
Patients 
n = 35 
Between 
subject 
 
STAIC and the 
Beck depression 
inventory 
 
 
- 
Exercise group 
↓ 
Anxiety and 
depression 
Noggle et 
at. 
Yoga 
Breathing 
Students 
n = 51 
Between 
subject 
2-3 times -week 
10 week 
 
- 
Psychosocial 
well-being 
KM 
Miller 
et at. 
Slow deep 
breathing 
Patients 
n = 29 
Within 
subjects 
BP, HR, 
Respiration rate 
and VAS 
 
- 
No differences 
VAS 
S robb et 
at. 
 
Deep 
breathing 
n = 20 Within 
subject 
STAIC  
- 
Anxiety ↓ 
V Busch 
et at. 
Slow deep 
breathing 
n = 16 Within 
subject 
GSR, 
VAS before – 
after 
Sympathetic 
(SNS) 
↓ 
VAS 
↓ 
(Tension, 
anger 
and 
depression) 
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Table 3: Summary of breathing related studies (3) 
 
Study 
 
Breathing 
 
Subjects 
 
Study 
Design 
 
Measurement 
and Method  
 
Physiological 
Effects 
 
 
Psychological 
Effects 
G 
Shashikal
a et at. 
 
Pranayama 
Slow deep 
breathing 
Healthy M 
n = 50 
 
Within 
Subject 
Cardiac 
autonomic 
reactivity 
Tests 
PNS ↑ 
SNS ↓ 
 
 
- 
T Dinesh 
et at. 
 
Slow 
breathing 
exercise 
n = 59 
12 week 
20 min daily 
Within 
Subject 
Height, 
Weight 
(BMI) 
 
 
Weight 
reduction 
- 
 
↑., Increase; ↓., Decrees; BP., Blood Pressure; PNS., Parasympathetic Nervous System; SNS., Sympathetic Nervous System; M., 
Male; STAIC., State Trait Anxiety Inventory for Children; GSR., Galvanic Skin Response; VAS., Visual Analog Scale; BMI., 
Body Mass Index; HR., Heart Rate; n., Number of Subjects EEG., Electroencephalogram; HRV., Heart Rate Variability; EMG., 
Electromyography PFT., Pulmonary Function Test; SOD., Super Oxide Dismutase; VC., Vital Capacity; TV., Tidal Volume; n., 
Number of Subjects; 
 
 
1.1.6 Limitation in Breathing Control Research 
Though numerous physiological and psychological benefits frequently identified and 
reported in breathing control studies through discussion sections 1.1.2.1 to 1.1.4., there 
are few ascertained limitations; subjectively involved breathing practice which 
voluntarily stimulate respirational main muscles with the changes of respiration pattern 
[1], and passive respiration control method also contribute voluntary control method. 
 Primarily biofeedback training methods requires considerable effort to continue 
as it is difficult to conduct for long period of time, and also breathing exercise has not 
universal recommended limitation for ventilator capacity [68]. Passive respiration 
control method such as ASV and CPAP are inappropriate for domestic usage, when the 
air flows through the mechanical background making patients uncomfortable with nasal 
cannula and other clinical materials. Skin damage due to the fitting devices is also 
another limitation [69]. Patients with obstructive sleep apnea syndrome, has to face 
frequently dry nose, mouth and throat [70]. 
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1.2 Motivation 
There are ample of studies discussed various types of psychophysiological 
benefits achieved by breathing control. Significant number of studies have investigated 
the effect on voluntary breathing control technique. On the other hand, there have not 
been any theoretical explanation and implementation based on involuntary breathing 
control system according our contemporary knowledge. Biologically, the conscious 
breathing need to stimulate main respiration muscles located in chest wall. Motivated 
by the need, to remove the above mentioned limitations of the voluntary and passive 
breathing control systems. This study proposes an alternative architecture for breathing 
control which aims at involuntary breathing control via posture intervention.  As per the 
breathing control benefits described in 1.1.5, the relationship between autonomic 
nervous system and respiration with parasympathetic and sympathetic contribution is 
depicted. Significantly, slow deep breathing has generated several type of physiological 
and psychological benefits. Yogic pranayama breathing method has been found to be as 
an effective breathing control which is a valuable method for human health. It has been 
so far, no any development and studies focused on involuntary support to breathing 
control. Having identified the limitation related to the voluntary breathing control, it was 
motivated to develop an involuntary respiration posture feedback architecture with 
biologically enhanced breathing movement and health benefits. 
 
1.3 Research Framework and Objective 
1.3.1 Research Framework 
This research is expected to focus on the implementation and evaluation of 
involuntary breathing control architecture. In this study, the major segment is 
systematically supported to spontaneous breathing and transformed to deep breathing 
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unconsciously. Implementation of the concept was initiated from the simple fact of how 
the influence of curve shape of human backside on human breathing. According to this 
condition, a posture control system was developed to use an air chamber placed beneath 
the user’s backside intervening the posture as being synchronously with user’s breathing. 
This experiment was conducted to prove the efficacy of the posture feedback 
architecture with three different respiration conditions. In addition, test and evaluated 
physiological and psychological changes are used by involuntary breathing control 
architecture. 
1.3.2 Objective 
1.3.2.1 Main Objective 
To implementation of the involuntary respiration posture feedback architecture and 
forces on the user to change their posture synchronously with own breathing pattern. 
 
1.3.2.2 Specific Objectives 
To investigate the psychophysiological effects contribution by posture feedback 
architecture.    
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1.4 Chapter Summary 
Based on breathing control method and academic evidences from the literature, 
numerous psychological, and physiological benefits of breathing control are discussed 
in this chapter. Psychophysiological effects of deep breathing control, and number of 
passive breathing method and clinical contribution are also mentioned. Evidences of 
related literature are explained with physiological parameters in correlation to 
cardiovascular changes. Concentrating the recognized limitation, this study has 
introduced an approach of implementing the posture feedback architecture. Voluntary 
breathing control method and biologically curved shape of human backside impacts the 
breathing difficulties.   
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2 CHAPTER 
ARCHITECTURE 
2.1 The approach of the Implementation   
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Physical condition of the curve shape human back. 
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This approach comes from the simple physical condition of that bend shape of the human 
backside influences human breathing cycle. Physically, human has three curves shape 
backside, which are cervical curve, thoracic curve and lumbar curve. This curves have 
been created bend shape of the human backside.  Due to the bend shape, it makes 
difficult for humans to inspire fully while in standing position but it makes easier for 
expiration. In contrast to that, lying position makes breathing more difficult for 
expiration but easier for inspiration as it is demonstrated by (the figure 2). According to 
this condition, the key approach was to develop an involuntary respiration posture 
feedback architecture used by an air chamber placed under the backside of the bend 
shape during the human lying position. 
 
2.1.1 Respiration anatomical structure 
Respiratory functions and behaviors are important part of this study. The movement of 
breath is contributing from mainly active two muscles which are diaphragm and 
intercostal are combined to the ribs [71]. Accordingly, these two main muscles affect 
the unconscious movement of body parts such as human chest, arms, shoulder and 
abdomen associated with breathing. The inner and outer ribcage intercostal muscles 
adjust the shape of overall ribcage which cause to passive deformations of the chest and 
back muscles.  
The inside of the ribcage has diaphragm, this muscle mechanism with the rib 
muscles to inflate and deflate the lung cavity. Based on the above function, breathing 
control is in between movement of the ribcage and diaphragm which have combined 
effect on inspiration and expiration [72]. Human chest wall movement and inside 
muscles behavior are important to implement the posture changes in this study.  
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Basically, the diaphragm muscle movement will be discussed deeply as it is an important 
factor on the diaphragm contribution.  
 
Figure 3:Respiration anatomical structure. 
 
 
2.1.2 Mechanical Process on Diaphragm 
The dome-shaped diaphragm muscle size is (2-4 mm), and located on its lower side of 
chest wall from the abdomen [73]. The diaphragm is the one of the main muscle of the 
respiration, and upper chest movement in human body synchronizing with respiration 
pattern [74]. According to respiration cycle, diaphragm moves down in inspiration 
expanding the lungs and lung cavity. During the expiration, diaphragm moves up 
contracting lungs as per the (figure 4). Voluntarily, humans can control diaphragm 
muscles as set of examples such as a deep breathing, fast breathing, and slow breathing 
and hold breathing. Accordingly, the breathing control practices and methods also 
stimulate diaphragm muscle and breathing control such as yogic breathing methods 
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since the diaphragm has multiple connections with the body wall. Physiologically, 
breathing is connecting gas exchange and central nervous system. This is related to the 
management of breathing rate and breathing movement with impact of the nervous 
system as per the physical process effect on the internal organs, muscles and 
psychological process.  
 
Figure 4: Diaphragm contraction. 
 
2.1.3 Mechanoreceptors 
Peripheral chemoreceptors and central chemoreceptors are main sensory neurons are 
automatically controlled by breathing rhythmic process.  Respiratory control center is 
placed in the brainstem. Pons and medulla oblongata are called as respiratory centers 
which are important brain parts responsible for generating rhythm in breathing. 
Peripheral chemoreceptors located outside of the central nervous system CNS detect 
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changes in blood O2 or CO2 molecule concentrations affecting cardiorespiratory activity 
[75].  
 
 
Figure 5: Overview of the unconscious breathing control. 
 
Central chemoreceptors is located inside the brain and it detects CO2 and PH level in the 
blood. In this case, the function of unconscious respiration activity depends on the above 
detected changes in blood [76].  Mechanoreceptors’ contribution is the effect of 
unconscious generated respiration cycle based on the blood information 
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That mechanoreceptors are placed inside of the chest wall and airway such as 
inside diaphragm and intercostal muscles. Central chemoreceptors sensors are the most 
important units of breathing control in internal contribution on ventilation. The Figure 
5 shows the overview of the automatic breathing controlling.   
 
2.1.4 Breathing Control by Changing Posture   
Studying breathing control by changing posture is an important aspect of this study.  As 
per the chapter of 1.5.1, the physical condition of bend shape on human backside makes 
difficulties for breathing.  Physical difficulties related to the respiration can be overcome 
by changing posture. In this study, lying position has been selected since it makes 
expiration difficult and makes inspiration easier, the noteworthy point of this study is 
thoracic curve located human backside involuntary moves up equally with the user 
inspiration and moves down during expiration. Among various positions, lying position 
could make easier for breathing in this context. Changing postures have greater effect in 
the chest making easier movement for respirational cycle and muscles. There are 
diaphragm and intercostal muscles combined with ribs. The above mentioned changing 
posture affects lung cavity because both inspiration and posture movement help 
diaphragm to moves down easily supporting the breathing process. Lungs easily expand 
while taking a deep breathing is depicted in (figure 6). The above discussed process is 
the key element of this study where involuntary respiration posture feedback 
architecture was developed.  
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Figure 6: Posture change with diaphragm contraction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2 Architecture Implementation 
 
2.2.1 Materials 
The challenge of this study was to develop involuntary respiration posture feedback 
architecture. The above mentioned changing posture is real-time synchronously with 
user breathing cycle manner and it has to be developed as a systematically in the 
architecture implementation. According to Study, several type of product materials and 
one service material were used in this implementation. The materials are mentioned in 
the following Table 4.    
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Table 4: Materials 
 
Materials 
 
Names 
 
 
Product 
 
• Thermistor sensor 
• Silicon-air chamber  
• Analog-to-Digital converter (NI USB0-6008 DAQ, National 
Instrument Co., the USA)  
• Air pump (YP-20A, Yasunaga Inc., Japan) 
 
Service 
 
• LabVIEW software applications (National Instrument Co., 
the USA) 
 
 
 
 
Table 5: NTC Thermistor 
 
 
Name NTC Thermistor 
Operating temperature limitation - 40 0C ~ 125 0C 
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Table 6: Analog to digital converter specification 
 
 
Name  NI USB0-6008 DAQ, National 
Instrument Co., the USA 
Analog I/O resolution 12 bit 
Up to sample rate  10 kHz 
Analog I/O rang ± 5V 
 
Table 7: Air pump specification 
 
Name Air pump  
(YP-20A, Yasunaga Inc., Japan) 
Voltage AC 100V  
Rated pressure  12kPa 
Rate air volume  40L / min 
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Figure 7: Silicon air-chamber.  
 
User respiration cycle (inspiration and expiration) was detected by thermistor sensor 
which is a sensitive resistor that exhibits a modification in resistance relative to small 
changes in human body temperature. Main part of this study was changing human 
posture with the usage of silicon-air-chamber. Detected human body information 
(inspiration and expiration) was converted by Analog-to-Digital converter (NI USB0-
6008 DAQ, National Instrument Co., the USA). Inflection and deflection of the air-
chamber was controlled by Air pump (YP-20A, Yasunaga Inc., Japan). The above 
product materials are demonstrated on the upon figures and tables. The feedback 
regulation system was developed by Lab VIEW software applications (National 
Instrument Co., the USA).  
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2.2.2 Respiration with Real Time Posture change  
 
 
 
Figure 8:Architecture schematic diagram. 
 
The processes of this respiration feedback posture control architecture is explained as 
follows. The respiration cycle (inspiration and expiration) information was detected by 
thermistor sensor, and that information is transferred to data acquisition converter (NI 
USB-6008 DAQ). In this case, the respiration was monitored 12-bit resolution and the 
analog signal is converted to a digital format at 1 kHz sampling rate. The feedback 
regulation system was developed with a visual programming method (Lab VIEW, 
National Instruments Co., USA). According to the differentiation of the (inspiration and 
expiration) the acquired data, the state of user’s respiration patter could be identified. 
For an example, increasing of the row signal means inspiration and decreasing of the 
row signal means expiration. The above-related information based on switching two 
units of air pumps (YP-20A, yosunaga Inc., Japan). One is for inflation and another is 
for deflation of the Silicon air-chamber. According to the switching, an air-chamber 
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could be controlled synchronously with detected respiration (inspiration or expiration). 
The air chamber is placed beneath the backside of lying subject. According to the 
respiration pattern of the subject, the air chamber is inflected during inspiration and is 
deflected with expiration in a real-time manner mentioned in the figure 8. As per the 
above- described processes, the posture feedback breathing control system is 
implemented. 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Control panel interface of feedback regulator. 
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The Feedback programming control panel interfaces have many types of indicators and 
parameters for the control feedback system. In the figure 9, the upper window called as 
respiration wave showed respiration pattern and amplitude.  There are several types of 
several types of respiration information indicators, such as inspiration and expiration, 
pomp movement, expiration time and injection time mentioned in the control panel.  
Especially, the emergency movement could stop this system by pressing the red color 
stop button. Therefore, this feedback system could be operated in safe manner. 
 
2.3 Respiration Posture Feedback Control Architecture 
 
 
 
Figure 10: Overview of the involuntary respiration posture feedback control architecture. 
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The key concept of architecture development was involuntary changing posture by 
breathing control. The above mentioned figure 10 depicts the final implementation of 
posture feedback control architecture. Identifying physical condition effect of full 
breathing is a majorly focused element in the implementation process before the 
development of involuntary respiration posture feedback control architecture.  
The Previous subtitle 1.6.2 describes the process of this architecture such as the 
inflation and deflation of the air chamber were controlled by feedback regulation 
synchronized with user actual respiration. Various types of materials such as headwear 
and software are contributed to this implementation process. The experimental study has 
been conducted to verify the efficacy of this involuntary respiration posture feedback 
control architecture.   
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2.4 Chapter Summary 
 
This chapter is based on implementation on involuntary respiration posture feedback 
control architecture. Physical condition affecting breathing are also discussed. The key 
concept of this study has been developed based on how the breathing control is changed 
due to changing postures. Further, the relationship between the respiratory system and 
cardiovascular system are briefly discussed mentioning how the respiration is related 
with mechanoreceptors which contribute automatic breathing control method.  Major 
contribution of respiratory muscles; diaphragm and intercostal for breathing movement 
are discussed in this chapter. Contributed materials and feedback regulation system in 
the implementation process are explained. In addition to that, how the air chamber 
movement was controlled by feedback regulation synchronized with user actual 
respiration cycle is also mentioned in this chapter.   
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3 CHAPTER 
EVALUATION 
 
3.1 Feasibility Study 
3.1.1 Method 
This feasibility study was conducted by using male undergraduate students, voluntarily 
participated in the experiment. Table 8 showed details of the subjects. This study was 
conducted in accordance with the ethical principles and informed consent was obtained 
for all subjects. The study was approved by the ethics committee of Nagaoka University 
of Technology.   
 
Table 8: Details of the subjects 
 
Number of 
Subjects 
 
Gender 
 
Mean Age 
 
BMI (SD) 
 
7 
 
Male 
 
21.4 (1.0) 
 
23.5 (6.6) 
 
 
 
Figure 11: Experiment schedule. 
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Experiment schedule was conducted and consisted of the 5 minutes ‘initialization period, 
followed by a 5 minutes’ respiration- posture feedback regulation period (intervention 
Period) and after the test 5 minutes’ recovery period total experiment time is 15 minutes. 
By Figure 11 showed experiment schedule of the feasibility study.  Before the 
experiment subjects were instructed to stay relaxed and calm on the bed for the entire 
15 minutes’ time duration. Subjects were mentioned that the air chamber would be 
inflated and deflected in the midst of the test period. But subjects were not mentioned 
how the air chamber was regulated in advance. The experiment was conducted in the 
afternoon in an environmentally controlled room. 
 
3.1.2 Measurement and Instrument  
The pattern of the reparation was detected by the respiration sensor unit comprised of a 
force-sensing device (FSR400, Interlink Electronics, Inc.) by which the respiration is 
detected as a change in the chest circumference. In the duration of experiment, 
initialization, test and recovery periods cardiac behaviors were obtained by the 
electrocardiogram (ECG) using a bio-amplifier (MP150, BIOPAC system Inc., Goleta, 
CA, USA). Subjects attached with unit of respiration sensor attached were requested to 
lie on the bed with the posture controlling unit which is the silicon air chamber placed 
under the subject’s backside.  According to using ECG data, the heart rate (HR) and 
heart rate variability (HRV) could be used to analyze frequency domain of the heartbeat 
by RR. This HR and HF measurements indicate human psychophysiology parameter 
which characterize the autonomic nervous system activity [77] [78].     
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3.1.3 Analysis and Statistics 
Heart rate HR data was analyzed, inter-beat (RR) interval data by using AcqKnowledge 
4.1. According to heart rate variability, HRV component used for frequency domain of 
the heartbeat in the time sequence were analyzed. Values are standardized by (Z score) 
because lager number of variations represented as individual test subjects. t-tests were 
performed for the changes in the parameter of respiration and cardiac activity.   
 
3.1.4 Results 
3.1.4.1 Respiration Posture Feedback 
 
 
Figure 12: Respiration-posture feedback. 
 
The above figure of the respiration-posture feedback shows the typical changes in the 
respiration pattern of one subject in the experiment period. The white color background 
was demonstrated as the initialization period of the respiration pattern and, the gray color 
background was demonstrated as the intervention period of the respiration pattern. The 
changes of the above respiration pattern have demonstrated that the architecture was 
controlled in synchronous with the actual respiration of the subject and the intervention 
period of the respiration was shown as deeper and longer. The posture feedback 
architecture was successfully operated as shown in the above figure 12.  
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3.1.4.2 Respiration Parameters  
Respiration parameters are respiration interval (RI) and respiration amplitude (RA) 
demonstrated by Figure 13 and 14. Peak to peak interval variation and amplitude of the 
respiration are mentioned in this result. The respiration amplitude size represents how 
deep or superficial the subjects breathing was, by measuring the change in the 
circumference of the chest with a respiration sensor. Figure 13 result is indicating the 
respiration interval (RI) between subject’s breaths was significantly increased in the test 
period (RI, p<0.001) compared with initialization and recovery periods. According to 
the figure 14 result, it is indicating the respiration amplitude (RA) the magnitude was 
deepened in the test period (RA, p<0.001) compared with other two condition. 
According to this evaluation of respiration parameter, respiration posture feedback 
control architecture has effect for involuntary breathing control.       
 
 
 
Figure 13: Profile of the respiration parameters: the respiration interval (RI) The values are 
standardized mean ± standard error (n = 7). 
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Figure 14: Profile of the respiration parameters: the respiration amplitude (RA). The values are 
standardized mean ± standard error (n = 7). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15:Profile of the cardiac activities: heart rate (HR). The values are standardized mean 
± standard error (n = 7). 
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Figure 16: Profile of the cardiac activities: the high frequency component of the heart rate 
variability (HF). The values are standardized mean ± standard error (n = 7). 
 
 
 
 
3.1.4.3 Physiological Measures 
The autonomic nervous system (ANS) activity could be evaluated by frequency domain 
analysis of the heart rate variability (HRV). The figure 15 and 16 are indicating the 
results of the changes in heart rate (HR) and high frequency (HF) component of the 
HRV. The figure 16 of HF depicts the range of frequency component is 0.15-0.40 Hz of 
the heart beat in a time series. Those measurement have been representing the heart 
connected parasympathetic nervous system activity [77] [78]. The above mentioned the 
HF component is indicating significantly increased (HF, p < 0.001) but heart rate (HR) 
did not any change statistically during the test time period. There was a reasonable 
negative correlation among each subject’s body mass index (BMI) according to the 
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change in the HF value (r = - 0.67). In considering the subjects’ responses, difficulties 
were not reported with the air-chamber placed under their backside.     
 
Table 9: Change in the parameters of respiration and cardiac activity 
 
A B C D E F G 
av 
(sd) 
p  
RI 1.34 1.60 1.39 1.40 0.98 1.25 1.08 1.29 
(0.21) 
** 
RA 1.75 2.06 1.67 1.16 1.30 1.49 2.62 1.72 
(0.05) 
*** 
HR 0.95 1.01 1.01 0.87 1.02 0.96 0.97 0.97 
(0.05) 
n.s. 
HF 0.84 1.59 1.74 2.62 1.58 1.32 2.36 1.72 
(0.60) 
** 
p denotes the results of paired t-test with regard to the standardized mean values in the test period 
compared to those in the initialization period, where **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001, n.s.: not significant. 
 
 
The table 9 illustrates the changes the ratio scale in the parameters of respiration and 
cardiac activity by subjects individually. According to figures and table, it showed 
respiration interval (RI) and the respiration amplitude (RA) through the test period over 
the initialization period also included, and same manner heart-related parameters HF 
and HR are included in this table. 
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Figure 17: Overview of very short-term intervention. 
 
 
3.1.5 Discussion 
The main objective of this feasibility study was to test the efficacy of the implemented 
respiration posture feedback control architecture by controlling breathing involuntarily. 
According to respiration parameters (RI and RA), subject’s respiration was significantly 
lengthened and deepened by controlling the inflation and deflation of the air chamber 
synchronized with subject’s inspiration and expiration equal to the condition of deep 
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breathing. Moreover, the above result was detected not only for subjects of standard 
proportion (BMI=22.0) but also for subjects who were rather overweight (BMI=37.1) 
and slim (BMI=17.2). Therefore, the architecture has effectively processed in the 
feasibility study. 
 The autonomic contribution is suggested by the HRV analysis and this breathing 
control method successfully help to parasympathetic nervous system PNS activation. 
Subjects were relaxed in the test duration. Additionally, results have showed that 
intervention time physiologically affected on the inside of subject. Breathing is 
controlled via the stimulated parasympathetic nervous system or vagus nerves 
contribution. The following physiological changes such as the respiration stimulates 
changes in the pressure in the lung and pH in the blood, physiological modifications are 
sensed by mechanoreceptors related to respiration, and the transformation of signals 
from respiration to the respiratory control center in the brain (pons and medulla 
oblongata) might have stimulated the parasympathetic nervous system PNS. The air 
pressure process could be effective in the lungs and subsequently stimulating 
mechanoreceptors due to the involuntary breathing controlling where the architecture 
related to subject’s breathing is synchronized with continuously changing postures. 
The results of the very short-term intervention could be generated in the 
developed involuntary respiration posture feedback control architecture effectively 
contributing for the involuntary control breathing.  
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3.2 Experimental Study 
3.2.1 Method 
This experimental study was conducted by using ten male university students 22 to 24 
years old voluntarily participated in this intervention. All experimental subjects had no 
any symptoms or incident about respiratory related problems. This study was conducted 
in accordance with ethical principles and informed consent was obtained for all subjects. 
The study was approved by the ethics committee of Nagaoka University of Technology.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 18: Experiment protocol. 
 
 
This experimental study was conducted with three different time duration. There is a 
rest period of 1 minute, an intervention period of 15 minutes and a recovery period of 
10 minutes, total intervention time duration is 26 minutes. The figure 18 showed above 
mentioned time duration. The experimental subjects were conducted experiment 
background to lie on the bed in a supine position with the air chamber beneath their 
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backside. They were followed to manage and keep that position for the time duration of 
the experiment.  The posture intervention was completed during the intervention period 
of 15 minutes.  All the subjects were participated to three intervention models on 
different days in a counter-balanced order (within-subject experiment design).   
 
3.2.2 Respiratory Intervention Conditions  
The above mentioned experiment is to test the efficacy of the posture feedback control 
architecture. The laboratory experiment was conducted under three different respiration 
conditions which are 1) Synchronous condition (SNC) in which air chamber inflates and 
deflates synchronously with the subject’s inspiration and expiration, 2) Asynchronous 
condition (ASN) in which air chamber inflates and deflates with subject’s expiration and 
inspiration, and 3) Constant (CST) condition in which air chamber inflates and deflates 
with a constant rhythm regardless of the actual respiration of the subject. Accordingly, 
the constant rhythm of the air-chamber was established to the mean deep breathing 
pattern of each subject. This respiration intervention conditions are depicted by the 
following figure 19.  The above figure describes that the feedback control in SCN and 
ASN were completed for all subjects on real-time in experiment time duration under the 
respiration intervention conditions.  In this case, subjects started inhalation or exhalation 
at the instant when the air chamber was inflating or deflating. In the CST condition, the 
air chamber inflates and deflates with a constant rhythm (mean duration of each 
subject’s deep breathing) regardless of the rhythm of the actual respiration pattern. 
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Figure 19 : Three intervention patterns, in which the air chamber was regulated (SNC), (ASN), 
and (CST). 
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3.2.3 Measurement and Instrument  
In this experimental study period, cardiac behaviors obtained by using the 
electrocardiogram (ECG) and the galvanic skin response (GSR) were recorded with a 
bio-amplifier (MP150, BIOPAC system Inc., Goleta, CA, USA). According to recorded 
data, the activation of cardio and peripheral autonomous nervous system is calculated. 
In this study subjective measurement were calculated by the visual analog scale (VAS) 
comprising of seven items which are ‘tension’, ‘effort’, ‘concentration’, ‘fatigue’, 
‘frustration’, ‘monotonous’, and ‘boredom’. This was introduced before the intervention, 
and after the recovery period. In the (HRV) analysis, heart rate (HR), the high frequency 
(HF) and low frequency (LF) are calculated.    Subsequently, component of the variation 
where HF is 0.15-0.40 Hz and LF: 0.03-0.15 Hz were discovered by electrocardiogram 
(ECG) data. 
 
3.2.4 Analysis and Statistics 
Heart rate (HR) data was analyzed, inter-beat (RR) interval data by using 
AcqKnowledge 4.1. The heart rate variability HRV component used for frequency 
domain of the heartbeat in the time sequence were also analyzed. Having obtained many 
number of difference amongst individuals, the bio-signal data was standardized by the 
so-called z-score method in which the average and standard deviations of the data set 
were transformed into 0.0 and 1.0, respectively. A paired and independent t -test was 
performed for comparison within and between subjects. Bonferroni correction was made 
in the case of comparison amongst the three conditions. The level of significance was 
set to 0.05. 
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3.2.5 Results  
3.2.5.1 Respiration Measurements 
The respiration parameters change in the respiration interval (RI) and respiration 
amplitude (RA) are shown by following figure 20 and figure 21. According to the 
respiration intervention period, respiration interval was significantly greater in the SNC 
condition than in the other conditions (ps <0.001).  Additionally, the above mentioned 
respiration amplitude (RA) component in the intervention period under ASN condition 
was significantly smaller than CST condition (p < 0.05). Meanwhile, the respiration 
amplitude (RA) in the SNC condition during the intervention period was significantly 
greater than other two conditions (ps < 0.05). No any significant effect was found in the 
recovery time duration amongst conditions.   
 
 
 
Figure 20: Change in the Respiration Interval (RI) in SNC, ASN, and CST conditions.  
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Figure 21: Change in the Respiration Amplitude (RA) in SNC, ASN, and CST conditions. 
 
 
3.2.5.2 Subjective Measures  
Changes in the VAS scores from before and after the intervention period are shown in 
the following table 10. This VAS scores no significant effect was found by the 
intervention except for the significant reduction of the ‘tension’ in SNC condition. 
Additionally, after the recovery period, ‘monotonous’ was increased in two conditions 
of CST and ASN (ps < 0.01). According to after intervention to recovery period 
‘‘concentration’’ was decreased in CST condition (p < 0.01) same manner ‘‘effort’’ was 
decreased in SNC condition (p < 0.01).    
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Table 10: Results [mean (SD)] of subjective measures (VAS). 
  
Δ (before to after 
Intervention) 
 
Δ (after intervention to recovery 
period) 
 
CST 
    
tension -8.8  (16.9) 10.6  (15.36) 
effort -4.2  (18.6) 7.5  (23.69) 
concentration -2.9  (23.1) -4.3  (5.46)** 
fatigue -3.7  (23.2) -1.3  (15.28) 
frustration 5.3  (27.0) -7.6  (17.69) 
monotonous -8.1  (32.7) 12.2  (9.45)** 
boredom 5.0  (25.0) -3.5  (17.61) 
 
ASN 
    
tension -8.1 (15.5) -4.0 (8.12) 
effort -0.2 (5.7) -11.2 (18.46) 
concentration -9.5 (15.0) -4.9 (21.16) 
fatigue 3.6 (25.3) -6.7 (9.58) 
frustration 15.7 (23.4) -8.3 (15.98) 
monotonous 5.2 (25.7) 9.3 (12.40)** 
boredom 19.8 (29.8) -6.1 (14.76) 
 
SNC 
    
tension -13.3 (16.3)** -0.5 (16.92) 
effort 15.7 (24.3) -17.2 (18.14)** 
concentration 2.7 (13.6) -7.9 (13.48) 
fatigue -4.9 (11.8) -0.3 (14.45) 
frustration 1.0 (7.7) -4.2 (12.63) 
monotonous 2.5 (28.9) 7.1 (11.55) 
boredom 2.4 (20.4) -4.2 (17.27) 
 
                                                                    ** p < 0.01 with comparison within condition 
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3.2.5.3 Physiological measures 
Physiological Results of heart rate (HR) showed by the following figure 22. According 
to heart rate (HR) was decreased regardless of the three conditions. Among heart rate 
(HR), no any difference was found in the intervention time period (p > 0.05). 
Additionally, after the intervention period, the HR was increased temporally. 
Remarkably, the heart rate (HR) surged in the recovery period under ASN condition was 
significantly higher than other two conditions (ps < 0.05). Subsequently, it has elevated 
to the higher value (overshot) than that of the first value. The results of high frequency 
(HF) of the heart rate variability shown by the above figure 23. Remarkably, high 
frequency (HF) in SNC condition was shown lowest amongst three conditions (ps < 
0.05).  The results of low frequency (LF) depicted by the following figure 24. In 
comparison to the above mentioned result of HF in SNC conditions, low frequency (LF) 
component in SNC and ANC were significantly greater than that in CST condition (ps 
<0.01).  
 
Figure 22: Change in the Heart Rate (HR) in SNC,ASN and CST conditions. 
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Figure 23: Change in the High Frequency (HF) component of the heart rate variabilit (HF: 
0.15 - 0.40 Hz) in SNC, ASN, and CST conditions.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 24: Change in the Low Frequency (LF) component of the heart rate variability (LF: 
0.03 - 0.15 Hz) in SNC, ASN, and CST conditions.  
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Figure 25: Change in the Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) in SNC, ASN, and CST conditions.  
 
The Change in the galvanic skin response (GSR) results shown by the figure 25 and 
(GSR) was decreased irrespective of the condition. Additionally, the mean of GSR value 
in the intervention duration in the CST was lower than with other two condition. 
Accordingly, it was not reached to the significant level (p > 0.05). Moreover, GSR was 
significantly higher in ASN than CST condition (p < 0.01) and SNC condition in the 
recovery duration.  
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Figure 26: Overview of short-term intervention. 
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3.2.6 Discussion 
This experimental study was to evaluate the efficacy of the involuntary posture feedback 
architecture. An experiment conducted by with three different types of respiration 
intervention conditions. According to the results of respiration parameter, respiration 
interval (RI) (ps < 0.001) and respiration amplitude (RA) (ps < 0.05) are indicated in 
SNC condition longer and deeper, as showed in figures 20, and 21. This results evidently 
support for understanding on how to develop a complete posture respiration feedback 
control architecture that make the experimental subjects reparations longer and deeper 
involuntarily. Therefore, architecture demonstrated the efficacy of the respiration 
regulation by the posture intervention.  
Subjective evaluation has indicated changes in the VAS from before and after 
intervention period. Results of synchronized intervention have positively demonstrated 
as “tension” was significantly decreased in SNC condition (p < 0.01) but not in other 
conditions. The evaluation of physiological condition has demonstrated peripheral 
sympathetic activation. It was contributed by physiological impact as skin conductance 
response during intervention and recovery period. The changes of GSR profile was 
significantly decreased in the intervention duration, mean of the GSR value CST 
condition was lower than with other two conditions and, it was not reached to the 
significant level (p > 0.05). In the recovery duration, GSR values have considerably 
increased in ASN than CST (p < 0.01) and SNC (p < 0.05) conditions. However, 
synchronized intervention did not significantly influence on the cardiac sympathetic 
nervous activation since the heart rate (HR) (p > 0.05) and, HR profile did not change 
from other condition duration of intervention and recovery.  
 As per the frequency domain analysis, (HF) component in SNC condition has 
been indicated as the lowest level between the three conditions (ps < 0.05) shown by the 
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figure 23. According to the opposite manner in Low frequency (LF) component in SNC 
and ASN conditions were increased than that in CST (ps < 0.05) in the intervention 
duration as shown by the figure 24.  Through the above mentioned SNC condition 
behavior, on posture control on the parasympathetic nervous activity and enhanced the 
sympathetic nervous activity simultaneously contribute since the breathing modulation 
strongly influences the heart rate variability or respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) [79]. 
Therefore, it could be simply described that the greater change in the respiration 
parameters of respiration interval (RI) and amplitude (RA) in SNC condition reduced 
relatively higher frequency variation of the heart rate but increased relatively lower 
frequency variation. Holistically this development posture feedback control architecture 
has generated a positive effectiveness in relations of the reduction in tension and 
peripheral sympathetic activity.  
 Furthermore, when posture control was regulated asynchronously through the 
breathing in ASN condition, there was no any impact on the respiration parameters of 
(RI) and (RA). Moreover, the result of HR was indicated overshooting at the beginning 
of the recovery period in ASN condition significantly increase than other conditions  
(ps < 0.05). Accordantly, it was accompanied with the peripheral sympathetic nervous 
system activation as GSR maintained the relatively higher level in the recovery duration 
comparing with other conditions. Therefore, the intervention of ASN manner enhanced 
the cardiac and peripheral sympathetic nervous system activities in the recovery period.  
In the early recovery time after a mild exercise, the frequently seen overshooting of HR 
meets the higher demand for oxygen which is used for fat catabolism [80].   
The above process seems that minimum efficiency of ventilation with during 
ASN intervention caused a shortage of oxygen in the body. Having mistaken the above 
condition as relatively lower oxygen concentration in the ambient (during the 
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intervention), the human body reacted by augmenting the cardiac activity to recover the 
lack of oxygen after intervention (in a normal ambient). Moreover, the oxygen saturation 
determination would be required to verify the speculation to be the fact. With regard to 
the CST, the influence of the posture modulation on the respiration and cardiac 
autonomous nervous system are marginal in nature. Similarly, the subject could be able 
to alter their respiration cycle as per the constant rhythm, which is the identical rhythm 
as their deep breathing. In contrast, the reduction of GSR in the intervention period was 
relatively greater even after the recovery period. Then, the CST intervention operated 
more effectively than other conditions in suppressing peripheral sympathetic nervous 
system activation. Meanwhile in the recovery period, the increased (ps < 0.01) 
‘monotonous’ and decreased (p < 0.01) ‘concentration’ specify that the posture 
intervention with constant rhythm was not adequately received.  
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3.3 Chapter Summary 
 
As per the “feasibility study” intervention results, respiration interval and amplitude are 
lengthened and deepened by controlling the inflation and deflation of the air chamber 
synchronized with subjects’ respiration equal to the condition of breathing. Furthermore, 
HRV analysis has indicated how the breathing control helps to parasympathetic nervous 
system PNS activation.   
The “experimental study” evaluation was conducted by three different type of 
respiration intervention conditions. Respiration interval and amplitude indicated in SNC 
condition are longer and deeper. In this case, the architecture has demonstrated the 
efficacy of the respiration regulation by the posture intervention. The subjective 
evaluation in synchronized ‘tension’ was significantly reduced in SNC condition.  In the 
HRV analysis, HF component in SNC condition indicated decreased level and (LF) 
indicated an increased level. The GSR component in recovery period indicated a higher 
level.  At the end, this chapter describe the efficacy of the involuntary respiration posture 
feedback architecture by observing the respiration parameters and physiological 
responses while discussing cardiac and peripheral responses too.   
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4 CHAPTER 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 Summary of Research 
4.1.1 Results Summary of Feasibility Study & Experimental Study  
The purpose of this study was to implement involuntary respiration posture feedback 
control architecture and investigate the efficacy of breathing regulation in two 
intervention experiments. Basic differentiations of these two experiments are 
intervention time, number of subjects and measurements.  
The feasibility study was conducted with the involvement of n = seven male 
subjects under total intervention time of 15 minutes. The results of respiration 
parameters were indicated by subject’s breathing patterns in the intervention time. In 
this sense, the respiration interval (RI) (p < 0.01) was significantly increased while the 
magnitude was deepened in respiration amplitude (RA) (p < 0.001) within test period.  
The frequency domain analysis of the heart rate variability was indicated in autonomic 
nervous system stimulation. Accordingly, HF component was significantly increased 
(p<0.01) within test period and heart rate variation did not change statistically. There 
was a reasonable negative correlation among each subject’s body mass index (BMI) 
according to the change in the HF value (r = - 0.67). In considering the subjects’ 
responses, difficulties were not reported with the air-chamber placed under their 
backside. 
The experimental study was conducted with by n=10 male subjects with total 
intervention time of 26 minutes. This experiment was conducted with three different 
respiration conditions which are SNC, ASN and CST. The result of respiration interval 
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(RI) was significantly greater in the SNC condition (ps < 0.001) and respiration 
amplitude (RA) in the intervention time under ASN condition was significantly smaller 
than that of CST (ps < 0.05).  VAS scores with seven items were subjectively measured 
by investigating changes from before to after intervention and after intervention to 
recovery period. No significant changes were indicated by intervention but indicated 
significant reduction of ‘tension’ in SNC condition. After the recovery period, 
“monotonous” was increased in CST and ANS (ps < 0.01) and ‘‘concentration’’ was 
decreased in CST (p < 0.01) whereas ‘‘effort’’ was decreased in SNC (p < 0.01).  
There was not any significant difference related to the physiological 
measurement of the heart rate (HR) in the intervention period (p > 0.05) but after the 
intervention period HR was increased.  In considering the HR in the recovery period, 
ASN condition was significantly higher (ps <0.05) than other conditions. HF component 
of the HRV in SNC condition was the lowest (ps <0.05). LF component SNC and ASN 
conditions were significantly increased than that in CST in the intervention period (ps 
<0.01). All conditions in GSR component was decreased in the intervention period. 
Accordingly, CST condition was low but it was not reached to the significant level (p > 
0.05), and significantly higher in ASN than CST (p < 0.01) and SNC condition (p < 
0.05) in the recovery period. The above mentioned experimental results were facilitated 
to investigate the efficacy of the involuntary respiration posture feedback control 
architecture. 
 
4.2 General Discussion 
4.2.1 Respiration Posture Feedback Control Architecture  
In the feasibility study, respiration parameters were tested to evaluate the efficacy of the 
implemented architecture. Accordingly, respiration interval (RI) significantly extended 
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and respiration amplitude (RA) deepened by controlling the inflation and deflation of 
the air chamber synchronized with subject’s inspiration and expiration.  Similarly, 
experimental study respiration interval (RI) was significantly greater in the SNC 
condition and respiration amplitude (RA) in the intervention time under ASN condition 
was significantly smaller than that of CST. This intervention evaluation influenced on 
the respiration measurements results which have been obtained by implementing posture 
respiration feedback control architecture through involuntarily longer and deeper 
subject’s respiration. Therefore, those evidence demonstrated effectiveness of the 
respiration regulation by the posture intervention.     
 
4.2.2 Physiological and Psychological Effects 
This study was conducted to identify the ratio of High Frequency (HF) which 
could estimate the cardiac parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) activity under 
intervention conditions. Accordingly, the first evaluation “feasibility study” HF 
component in the Fig.16 showed an increased level in the intervention period. That result 
could demonstrate our posture feedback architecture that has contributed successfully 
cardiac parasympathetic activation. As per the physiological information, it was 
demonstrated that subjects were relaxed and compatible within the experiment test time 
duration. The second evaluation “experimental study” was HF component in Fig. 23 that 
showed a decreased level in SNC condition under the intervention period. According to 
that results, cardiac parasympathetic activation was not indicated.  
Furthermore, this experimental studies on the variation of the HF and Low-
Frequency (LF) components in the SNC conditions have decreased and increased as 
shown in figure 23 and figure 24. These are the effects could not be interpreted as 
suppressing effect of SNC feedback posture control on the parasympathetic nervous 
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activity (PNA) and enhanced the sympathetic nervous activity (SNA) simultaneously 
because the respiration modulation strongly influences the heart rate variability or 
respiratory sinus arrhythmia [79]. The general condition of RSA is in the respiration 
process, the HR increases during inspiration and decreases during expiration. Sinus 
arrhythmia is a normal physiological condition most typically seen in young, healthy 
people. RSA could be utilized as the key to understanding the cardiac vagal tone and 
contributes to the heart rate variability [81]. According to this phenomena, it could be 
simply interpreted that the greater change in the respiration parameters in terms of 
interval and amplitude in SNC reduced the relatively higher frequency variation of the 
heart rate but increased the relatively lower frequency variation.  
Subjective evaluation indicated psychological impact of this architecture. 
According to synchronized intervention was indicated as “tension” was significantly 
decreased in SNC condition. However, no any changers were indicated in intervention 
duration.  Therefore, physiological impact of experimental study was demonstrated by 
the GSR report as during intervention and recovery duration: the peripheral sympathetic 
nervous system contribution. Heart Rate (HR) was increased after the intervention 
duration and, it was complemented with the peripheral sympathetic nervous system 
activation, because of the GSR has relatively has increased in the recovery period.   The 
psychophysiological evidences discussed in the above, have proved the effectiveness of 
breathing regulation with the application of a posture feedback control architecture.  
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4.3 Contribution 
4.3.1 Major Contribution to the Field of Study 
This study has primarily discussed the physiological and psychological benefits of 
breathing control and voluntary breathing control methods such as meditation and yoga 
breathing trainings that are being used around the world and this was the basic 
motivation to conduct this research. On the other hand, there have not been any 
theoretical explanation and implementation based on involuntary breathing control 
system according our contemporary knowledge. The key elements of this experimental 
study in implementing the breathing control architecture are the bend shape of human 
backside which makes breathing difficult for inspiration but easier for expiration and 
the laying position which makes breathing difficult for expiration and easier inspiration. 
Based on that phenomena, the study was to investigate the effectiveness of breathing 
regulation by developing an involuntary respiration posture feedback control 
architecture.  
Major contribution of this architecture could be developed to produce a healthcare 
equipment as an involuntary deep breathing clinical treatment for patients who are 
suffered from breathing related disorders. Additionally, this architecture could be further 
developed into a deep breathing related relaxation medical instrument for home users. 
Particularly, there number of psychophysiological benefits related to deep breathing 
mentioned in the chapter of 1.1.3.  Moreover, the deep breathing control  has 
psychologically affected to manage pain after the surgery  [39], and it  has been used as  
a relaxation method of chorionic pain syndromic patients [41], while reducing  anxiety 
and serving  for biologically establishment in the clinical background [42]. Additionally, 
yoga breathing of pranayama utilizes  deep breathing as an enhancement of autonomic 
nervous system ANS [45].  
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In the feasibility study, the architecture could be used as a human body relaxation 
due to the autonomic contribution to parasympathetic nervous system activation PNS. 
Experimental study correspondingly contributed to the stimulation of sympathetic 
nervous system reducing the tension. The above psychophysiological information 
obtained through involuntary breathing control architecture are significant in study field 
of breathing control. Majorly, the previous breathing control studies and breathing 
control methods have been conducted through voluntary breathing control. Accordingly, 
the implemented architecture used in this study could be referred and applied to 
breathing control researches in the future. Further, this architecture could be developed 
into a commercial health product of involuntary deep breathing as a home breathing 
exercise unit. 
 
4.4 Limitation 
4.4.1 Limitations and Direction for Future Research 
Each the two intervention were conducted with the involvement of subjects who are 
only male university students.  The main limitation of this experiment is relatively minor 
number of subjects were selected during interventions periods.  The insignificant sample 
size of only male university students should be taken into account as a limitation of this 
study despite the well-controlled and within-subject experimental design which is free 
from group effect when generalizing the interpretation.  The strength of pump in/out of 
the air had to be fixed irrespective of the physical attribute.  
Based on the moderate negative correlation between BMIs and HF values, it could 
be suggested that an arousal in the parasympathetic nervous system induced by breathing 
control architecture might depend on either the volume of the air chamber, the intensity 
of the air pressure, or on both of these factors. Therefore, the performance and reliability 
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of the posture feedback control architecture should be enhanced by the application of 
individually customized air chambers. As the initial rest period which may induce 
sleepiness in the subjects, the initial rest (recovery) period of five minutes’ feasibility 
study and 10 minutes’ experimental study should be shortened for further effective 
results.   
Moreover, the future evaluation of this involuntary breathing control architecture will 
be conducted with the application of different types of psychophysiological parameters 
focusing on mental health, relaxation, anxiety, and depression.  In addition to that, large 
number of subjects and gender differentiation will be required to include in the future 
experiments with an aspiration of modifying the experimental protocol. Ultimately, the 
study may promise a methodology of effective involuntary breathing interventions at 
home use.  
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4.5 Chapter Summary 
 
Feasibility study and experimental evaluation are described in this chapter with the focus 
on general discussion and overview of the study. Initially, the summary of respiration 
parameters and psychophysiological results related to the two conducted experiments 
are described in this chapter. The major contribution of the study was to implement a 
posture feedback control architecture which could be developed as an involuntary deep 
breathing control. Various health benefits could be achieved by deep breathing in 
clinical studies are explained. Eventually, the major limitation of the empirical study is 
mentioned with suggestion of future directions to enhance it self removing this identified 
limitation.  
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5 CHAPTER 
CONCLUSION 
 
5.1 Conclusion 
In this study, involuntary posture respiration feedback control architecture and forces 
were implemented on the selected subjects to change their posture synchronously with 
their own respiration pattern. Additionally, this study was conducted to investigate the 
psychophysiological effects contributed by posture feedback architecture. Therefore, 
two evaluations were conducted to evaluate the above mentioned objectives. Evaluation 
numbered one is the “feasibility study” that was conducted with the involvement of 
seven subjects under the respiration measurements with physiological measurements, 
and total intervention time of 15 minutes. Evaluation numbered two, the “experimental 
study” was conducted with 10 subjects under the three respiration intervention patterns 
with respiration measurements and psychophysiological measurements, and total 
intervention time of 26 minutes. 
 Consequently, it was expected that both experiments of the respiration 
measurements indicated significantly longer and deeper respiration interval and 
amplitude. The evaluation of these interventions have influenced on the results of 
respiration measurements which have been demonstrated by the involuntary posture 
respiration feedback control architecture synchronized with the subject’s respiration. 
According to research findings, the main objective of this study has been successful.  
 Physiological contribution of the feasibility study, heart rate variability HRV 
analysis of HF component have significantly increased. Consequently, this respiration 
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control architecture has successfully facilitated to parasympathetic nervous system 
activation. According to feasibility study, positive physiological effects on this 
architecture have been in indicated. Reductions of the tension as a psychological impact 
and peripheral sympathetic nervous system activation were clearly observed in 
experimental study which is called as evaluation numbered two. VAS scores significant 
changes were not indicated with the intervention, but a significant reduction of ‘tension’ 
in SNC condition was observed. HF component of SNC condition was significantly 
decreased within the intervention period, and the HR component was not changes in 
intervention but the recovery period increased. LF component SNC and ASN condition 
were significantly increased. GSR component was decreased in the intervention period 
and increased recovery period. Accordingly, psychophysiological contribution has 
indicated “feasibility study” was cardiac parasympathetic activation and, “experimental 
study” was indicated positive efficacy in terms of the reduction in tension and peripheral 
sympathetic activity.  
Further, physiological studies are required to search the most effective adaptive 
control of the posture and respiration in the future. This study was based on 
implementing an involuntary posture respiration feedback control architecture to 
investigate effectiveness of respiration regulation.   
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Figure 27:  Feedback regulation program. 
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Figure 28: Photos of postural respiration feedback control system. 
